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INTRODUCTION

</eeds are an ancient companion of man. ~ver since he

learned to till the soil, weeds have plagued his efforts to pro-

duce crops, ^ven before this weeds were a problem where his

animals over-grazed the virgin vegetation, iiost weeds grow in

areas that have been disturbed by man—pastures, cultivated

fields, roadsides, railroad embankments, city lots, and neglect-

ed lawns and gardens, i'hey do not occur in virgin woods and

prairies or other untouched areas. The common broad leaved

plantain was known to the ^merican Indian as ".ihiteman's foot"

because it grew wherever the white man had passed.

Hhe state we know as Kansas was once devoted to native

vegetation and inhabited by wild animal 3 and Indians. There was

a scarcity of weeds then, according to early observers, and those

that are indigenous did not make much headway in competition with

the luxuriant and hardy grasses that nature so beneficiently

provided. ..hen the white man moved in and sod was broken, native

weeds found planted crops less resistant to their spread. Under

the new and strange conditions of the plains country, the pio-

neers were engrossed in learning of new crops and methods best

adapted to the soils and climate. Weeds were among the least

of their problems. Moreover, early day facilities and practices

were not so conducive to the dissemination of weeds. Modern

methods of transportation and mechanized agriculture have been

largely responsible for the rapid spread of weeds in more recent

years (11).



l« economic importance of weeds is far greater than many

people realize. ^eed losses on American farms are estimated as

high as five billion dollars annually (23) • They are more

costly than plant diseases and insect pests combined and are

classified as our greatest single agricultural loss. Table 1

presents the several types of agricultural losses.

Table 1. uxaual agricultural losses (31).

.janual losses
(x 1000)

jr cent
of total

ooil losses 1,512,000 13.6

riant insect losses 1,605,727 9.6

1 lant disease losses 2,912,601 26.3

Livestock disease losses 1,847,904 16.7

.eed losses 3,747,036 33.8

,11,625,268 100.0

.eeds compete with crops for water, nutrients and light.

They increase the cost of labor and equipment and reduce the

quality of farm products. They clog harvesting equipment and

prevent recovery of full harvest. ..'eed control is as old as

agriculture itself and is one of the most expensive steps in

crop production. In a way of life that has learned to control

almost everything, it is of scientific interest that man has

done so little to control this persistant and age old problem.

m'fl fight against weeds has been slow. Like almost every

phase of agriculture, very little improvement was made in



methods and techniques until the 19th century. Host of the real

advancements have come during the past fifty years, slowly man

has learned to mechanize and to use power in his fight. ^ir3t,

he replaced his fingers with a sharpened stick, then came the

hoe, which in turn was replaced by the cultivator and plow. The

suggestion of planting crops in rows to permit "horse hoeing"

comes from Jethro Tull in 1731 » the author of "Horse uoeing

Husbandry", lie was also among the first to use the word "weed"

in its present spelling and meaning (15) • Man has also used

mowing, burning, smother crops and crop rotations in an effort

to control the growth and spread of weeds.

Chemical v/eed Control

it-bout a century ago Europeans, who were using copper salts

on grain to control fungus diseases, noticed that these chemi-

cals killed certain broad leaved weeds but did not injure the

grain. Jalt was also being used on cut stubs of thistles to

prevent their regrowth. However, it was not until several years

later that any real development in the control of weeds by the

use of chemicals was made. The following accomplishments are

worth noting.

1. The discovery of selective herbicides about 1900.

2. The discovery that 2,4-D (1944) kills some weeds but

not grasses.

3. The development of low volume application techniques.

4-. The development (194-7) of effective pre-emergence

chemicals.



These new organic chemicals kill weeds in a different way

from such inorganic compounds as iron sulfate and sodium arsen-

ate which scorcn the weeds and kill only the parts they touch,

leaves, stems and roots absorb these new chemicals and once in-

side susceptible plants move to all other parts, killing the

entire plant even though at first it touches only a limited

area*

Following the development of 2,4—D there has been a phenome-

nal growth in production of selective herbicides by the United

otates chemical industry. Several dozen effective and safe or-

ganic weed killers are now available to farmers and homeowners.

Among these are 2,4, 5-T, liCIA, silvex (phenoxy compounds); D8SE

(a substituted phenol); T3a (a substituted benzoic acid); IPC,

Circ, LZTG (carbonates); monuron, diuron, fenuron (substituted

phenylureas) ; TCA, dalpon, simozine and atrazine (trizines) and

many more are being tested, ^ome may be applied in either spray

or granular form, *-»ome are to be applied before the crop emerges

and others on the growing weeds.

Chemical weed killers are used on more than fifty-three

million acres of cropland annually. They are also effective

against weeds in pastures, rangeland, drainage ditches, irriga-

tion systems, lawns, gardens, railway and highway right of ways

and many others. Chemical weed control methods are generally

an efficient way to control weeds, but they are often-times

costly operations and require precision and careful application

if they are to be effective.



^ltivation

vbout the same time that chemical weed control was enjoying

this tremendous growth, another method of control was being tried

and developed, ^elective burning, a technique of applying a hot

blast of flame to weed infested crops, was started in the late

19>0*s. It has met with varying degrees of success but until

the past few years has been limited mainly to cotton production,

i'lame cultivation, as it i3 popularly called, is presently gain-

in3 greater interest and attention. It is being tried on many

different crops and used in expanded areas of the country.

The principle of flame weeding is basically the careful

application of fire to kill weeds without injurying the crop

plants. The first flame cultivator was a rather cumbersome,

sulky-type implement consisting of a gasoline engine, an air

compressor, cone-shaped burners and an assortment of valves,

fuel lines and other accessories. The flame was produced from

a mixture of fuel oil and air. The compressor provided pressure

to develop higher temperatures and effective flame application

(29). Improvements in the early 194-0 ' s consisted of mounting

the machine on the tractor and utilizing the power-takeoff to

operate the compressor.

lame cultivation, as we know it today, began with the in-

troduction of Li -gases (butane and propane) as fuels in 194-5

(17). The round, iiarr-type LI- -gas burner was also introduced

at that tine and was subsequently adopted by most manufacturers.

A self-energizing burner which utilized the liquid petroleum



fuel was also developed and used on some machines. Jignifleant

developments in 194S and 194-9 were largely responsible for the

revival of interest in flame cultivation in much of the cotton

X^roducing areas, x'hese developments, mostly in machine design,

included a semi-elliptical, special alloy, cast iron burner

which employed a standard fan-type spray nozzle as an orifice.

The burner produced a relatively short, flat flame and wa3 de-

signed to operate at a much greater angle than the conventional

round burner, further exploration of some of the principles con-

tained in this new burner led to the development of a flat,

rectangular sheet metal burner which was equipped with a re-

placeable, fan-type, spray nozzle orifice.

Significant improvements of this burner included lower con-

struction costs, improved flame pattern, greater flame output,

accurate and fool-proof adjustment and adaptability to different

machines. The short, flat flame reduced the danger to leaf

damage and the use of smaller orifices permitted earlier flame

application. The wider flame pattern provided a longer ex-

posure time that allowed a faster rate of travel. These improve-

ments in design together with the expanding availability of low-

cost liquified petroleum gases, the growing shortage of agri-

cultural labor and a desire to fully mechanize farming opera-

tions are responsible, in part, for this rising popularity in

flame cultivation. The development of the " Jtoneville" burner

by Jones and the modified "Arkansas" burner by otanton along

with continued research on flame patterns and burners has made



available a tool that is more adaptable to general farm use.

IT OF 3EE PROBI

Basically, the effectiveness of flame cultivation has al-

ready been proved, i'ield tests at several experiment stations

in the Cotton Belt have shown that flame cultivation can control

a great variety of weeds if the flame is applied at the proper

time. The real problem is to develop equipment and application

techniques that will give effective weed control in varied crops

without reducing yield or quality of the product.

The purpose of this study was to observe presently used

application techniques and to evaluate their effectiveness when

applied to crop3 commonly grown in this area. Iiore specifically,

the purpose of this study was to determine the following:

1. The effect of various combinations of flame application

on the growth and yield of corn plants.

2. The effectiveness of various combinations of flame ap-

plications in controlling weed growth in corn

production.

3. the effect of rate of ground travel and burner pressure

on flame patterns.

4-. The economic aspects of flame cultivation—operatin

costs, total costs and effect of rate of ground travel

and burner pressure on the cost of flame cultivation.

This study will help to provide information needed to deter-

mine the engineering and economic feasibility of flame
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cultivation as a practice in rlansas. It will, also, provide

basic information necessary for further research on equipment

design and improved field application techniques.

Jecause of the relative newness and limited use outside the

ootton Belt, little published information is available concern-

ing flame cultivation of crops other than cotton, especially in

the hid-Central states region, However, research and studies

carried on at the High i lains Research Foundation, halfway,

iexas; the Universities of Louisiana, iMississippi, ^rkansas, and

several commercial equipment manufacturers, show that effective

weed control in corn, soybeans, grain sorghum, castor beans and

several other crops has been possible without excessive dama^-

to plants or reduction in yield.

In February, 1962, a research project to study "The Use of

x'lame Cultivation for the Control of *;eeds in Indiana Held

Crops" was initiated at Purdue University. Jhe stated objectives

of this study were:

1. lo determine the sensitivity of major weed species

common to Indiana field crops to the heat of flaminj.

2. 2o determine the tolerance of corn and soybeans to the

application of heat by flaminj.

5. To determine the chemical and/or biological changes in

the weeds and field crops studies as a result of

flaming.



4. xo determine the method by which heat is transferred

to plant tissue.

3. To make recommendations, if needed, regarding the de-

sign of flame cultivation for corn belt conditions.

6. To study the inter-relationship3 of flame cultivation

with other cultural practices.

7. To determine cost input factors which can be used to

predict economic feasibility of flame cultivation.

-ffect of Various Combinations of tflame -^plications
on the Growth and Production of Corn Hants

unly limited research data could be found concerning the

effects of flame cultivation on corn. Edwards (8) states that

the only time that corn yields were reduced in his investiga-

tion, was when the weather was dry. -3ut he also cautions that

a corn plant is very sensitive to heat during the 6-12 inches

height and damage might result from flL.minj, at this stage.

ork at the University of Illinois (16) indicates that

flame cultivation may reduce yields in corn. Corn that was

flamed after it was 12 inches tall yielded 107 bushels per acre,

compared to 119 bushels for corn conventionally cultivated.

Corn that was flamed at the 2-3 inches height yielded 73 bushels

as compared to non-flamed corn, along side, that made 84 bushels.

J rice in his investigations (I960) at the High Plains Re-

search Foundation (21) found that corn flamed four times be-

tween the 12-13 inches height and lay-by time showed no signi-

ficant reduction in yield when compared to non-flamed plots
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(130 bushels for flamed and 131 bushels for non-flamed). Both

plots were relatively weed free.

Investigations of flame cultivation of grain sorghum by

I rice (21) gives a more detailed account of the effects on

growth and yield of 30rghum plants. In one study, flaming was

started at the 3-4 inches height and repeated at five day inter-

vals up to a total of five flaming3. -three additional regular

flamings were made after the sorghum was past the 12 inches

height. be results may be seen in I'able 2.

i'able 2. effect of flame on sorghum plants (21).

Flame
off

i regular
i flaming

; .,.ve. :»o. of
: stalks per

foot of row

i'ield
; per acre

(lbs./ac.)

3.20 5234

3 3.20 6062

1 3 2.85 4580

2 3 2.4? 4580

3 3 2.35 2878

4 3 2.82 3499

5 3 2.62 4389

In other work at the nigh Plains He search Foundation, a

single early flaming at the three inches height to control early

weeds, reduced the plant height 4-5 inches during early growth

as compared to adjacent unflamed sorghum. 1'his difference in

height became less apparent as the crop approached maturity and

by the time the 30rghum was headed out, there was no difference
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in height, i'ield comparisons were 6148 pounds per acre for un-

flamed and 5986 pounds for flamed—no significant difference.

These plots were treated the same except for the above mentioned

treatments.

Matthews and Trupper (1961) made field evaluations of the

tolerance of cotton plants to flame cultivation (18). Leaf

gradients were measured with temperature-indicating lacquer and

thermometer strips on cotton leaves, minimum lethal temperatures

were determined by these methods to be about 170 degrees -

.

otandard size flame burners set for cross flaming and at con-

ventional gas pressures and field operating speeds gave lethal

leaf temperatures from the ground level to a height of 5-6

inches.

This prevented early flaming of young cotton until the de-

velopment of parallel flaming techniques and the use of midget

burners, parallel burner settings, reduced the height of leaf

kill to about 4 inches and in field tests parallel flaming has

given the following advantages over cross flaming.

1. It can be applied earlier.

2. Larger weeds can be killed over a wider area of the row.

3>. The precision of the burner settings and the smoothness

of the row are less critical,

i.ost studies of flame cultivation in cotton have been made

in conjunction with other weed control practices. Therefore,

yield reductions from flaming are usually evaluated in compari-

son with the total weed control programs. Stephenson's studies
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(1957 and 1959) show that early cross flaming of cotton caused

serious burn damage and was reflected in lower yields.

--ffect of Various Combinations of i-'lame applications
in Controlling Jeed Growth

ost plants, including the crops being grown, can be killed

with the heat intensities used in flame cultivation. different

kinds of plants are able to withstand differing amounts of heat

depending upon their stem structure, age, size and shape. Con-

trol of unwanted plants \>j this method of cultivation is there-

fore accomplished by moving an intense blast of flame along the

base of the weed infested crop. Growth i3 impeded or terminated

in these plants having the least resistance to the high tempera-

tures induced ~bj the flame. .en sufficient heat has been in-

troduced to cause dehydration and rupture of cell walls, the

plant dies and the process of destruction is completed (29)

•

-.'lame cultivation has proved to be an effective tool for

controlling most annual and some perennial weeds when properly

used (1?) • irequent flame application, especially in heavily

infested areas, is essential for best results, i'he use of a

flame cultivator in conjunction with conventional sweeps has

proved to be a good production practice. %y cultivating the row

middles and flaming the drill area simultaneously with one

tractor unit, man-power requirements are cut in half, machine

operating costs are materially reduced, and excessive machine

traffic through the field is eliminated.

Ceveral investigators have studied the effect of flaming on
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various weeds. L. Ii. Garter, R. ?« Colwich and J. R. Traverretti

(1959) report that flame cultivation is an effective tool for

mid- and late-season control of weeds in cotton after the plants

have reached a height of at least four inches. 4iey also state

the flame cultivation will control any seedling weed, provided

the application is made before the weed develops an extensive

root and foliage system (5).

A number of investigations on the use of flame for killing

weeds in corn, grain sorghum and several vegetable crops have

been made. In general, it was found that weeds were most easily

killed when they are small and that large weeds, especially

those with considerable foliage, are more economically controlled

by two successive flamings at relatively high speeds than by

only one at a low speed. ^olfe and Harton (1958) report excel-

lent results at low speeds with a 2000 degree F« flame. Grasses

were burned off, colts-foot was charred, and the charred stems

of five stemmed weeds were left standing, -'ow Thistle was

scorched but standing, and, Ohickweed was wilted (30).

Cruz (1956) reports control of ^'oxt ail» Heliotrope, Hedge-

hog Grass, and Oaraboo Grass after two burnings. Shallow rooted

weeds that are propagated by seed were mostly controlled after

the first flaming. ~>eep rooted weeds which are propagated

asexually by runners, root stalks and rhizomes were generally

not controlled.

-tthews and Trupper concluded from a three year study

(1958-1960) that flame cultivation alone was not very effective
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in reducing hoe labor in cotton production. Combination of

flame cultivation with pre-emergence or post-emergence herbi-

cides were both more effective.

^tephenson found the following comparisons (1957-1958)

when a study of the reduction in hoe labor by various mechanized

weed control treatments used in cotton production.

rable 3- :oduction in labor by various treatments (18).

eed control treatment

Hoe laboj requirement

ilan hours per acre

Conventional Cultivation

I re-emergence ( 1

;

Post-£morgenc« (2)

ire- + 1 ost-^mergence

I re-_jnergence + I^lame Cult.

xre- + lost-emergence + Flame

20.0

9.7

12.9

9.0

9.6

6.9

44.5

42.5

27.5

27.0

16.2

7.9

(1) Ire-emergence chemical was 5.4 pound of .iiarmex DL per
acre, broadcast basis, applied on 12-inch band centered
on the drill.

(2) xost-emergence chemical was two applications of herbi-
cidal oil, applied on a 10-inch band at the rate of
5-7$ gallons per acre.

It is to be noted that the flame cultivation treatments

were especially effective in reducing labor requirements in

1958* and though yields were slightly reduced according to

vtephenson a3 compared to chemical treated only, they compared

very favorably with all other treatments.
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effects of Ground Travel and Burner Iressure
on the Induced flame pattern

Careful adjustment of the burner is a primary requirement

for maximum cultivation efficiency, oince the object of flame

cultivation is to apply enough heat to kill undesirable weed

growth without damaging the crop, it is extremely important that

the temperatures involved be known and the effects of such fac-

tors as ground travel and burner pressure upon the induced flame

(heat) pattern be evaluated,

i.uch of the early work in this area was concerned with the

design and development of improved burners. This led to the

development of the flat "otoneville Burner' by Jones (17) • -ork

with this burner, which is used much today, determined that the

optimum position was 45 degrees with the horizontal and perpen-

dicular to the row. xhe mouth of the burner should be 8-10

inches away from the drill row and 8-10 inches above the row

middles. In this position, the flame should strike the ground

2 or 3 inches on the burner side of the drill. This setting

gave less flame deflection into the crop from ridges or rough

seed beds. Two burners are normally used on each row—one on

each side set in tandem so that the flames do not oppose each

other, iressures ranging from 40 to 55 psi were recommended.

modification of the otoneville Burner led to the develop-

ment of the 'Arkansas Burner* 1 by otanton (25) • The recommended

setting for this burner is similar to the .jtoneville Burner ex-

cept the angle of the flame was 30 degrees from the horizontal.
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Laboratory tests and field tests in Louisiana and California

show that the distance from the burner tip to the point where

the flame touches the row should be eight inches and the flame

should strike the row two inches on the burner side of the plants,

uecent evaluation with night photography in California have

shown that the -itoneville Burner can be lowered to 30 degrees

where operated on smooth rounded rows.

Advanced wor& in Arkansas (28) with flame has resulted in

more flexibility with burner settings that may result in wider

adaptability of flame to early weed control problems, i'his in-

volves the use of midget burners and of parallel flaming (posi-

tioning the burner parallel with the row and alongside the drill

area). This method developed in 1957 for early flaming has

gained fairly wide acceptance in the Cotton Belt.

.v'ork by itephenson (26) indicates that for early flaming of

cotton when plants are 4-6 inches, turning the burners parallel

to the row has given the best results. By this means the high

velocity stream of intense heat is directed onto the weeds on

either side of the drill. As the stream strikes the row sur-

face, a fan-shaped pattern of heat distribution results, deflect-

ing a small portion of the stream in the drill area.

^fter the cotton is eight inches high, the burner can be

angled approximately 10-15 degrees toward the drill area to ob-

tain better weed kill in that area. Good results have also been

obtained by alternating the use of parallel and cross flaming

during the mid and late-season period.
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Investigations at -Louisiana by ^milie (24), indicate flam-

ing can be effective for weed control in cotton if properly ad-

Justed equipment is used at the right time, iniel pressure at

the burner and the speed of cultivator should be coordinated,

i?'or first flaming of young cotton, 30 pounds pressure at three

miles per hour is usually satisfactory, -"or later flamings as

the plant matures and becomes more resistant to heat, 50 psi at

five miles per hour may be satisfactory. Their work also con-

firm the recommendations on burner angle settings by other in-

vestigations quoted earlier in this section.

barker, vvooten and .Williamson (20) in their evaluation of

flame control of conventionally mounted burner and individual

mounted burner, found that no particular advantage was gained

by mounting the burner individually on separate skids (gauges)

for the 30 degree setting, out a more accurate control of the

flame was obtained for 4-5 degree settings from the method of

gauging the flame burner individually. This system of individual

mounting allows burners to remain at a constant distance above

their respective rows.

Their evaluation was made with the use of temperature-

indicating lacquer. Field measurements of temperatures were ac-

complished by painting one side of 12-inch garden stakes with

these lacquers. To determine the temperature distribution with-

in the flame, the stakes were then positioned upright on the

center of the row, two inches off center and four inches off

center. Lacquer which would melt at 175 % 200, 225 > 250 degrees F,
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were U3ed.

The distance from the row and the slope of all burners was

set in the shop on a line diagram, i'he height of all burners

in relation to the row was set in the field, i'he tractor on

which the two flame cultivators were mounted was calibrated for

a speed of three miles per hour. ~11 burners were equipped with

2-2403 nozzle tips, burners were operated at 40 psi, throughout

the test. Table 4 and ?ig* 1 illustrate the values and pattern

found from these tests.

Table 4. Height from soil surface at which designated
temperature existed when burners were set at a
30° angle with the horizontal plane, Jtoneville,
. ississippi, July, 1961.

: Distance from center of row
Temperature : 4 ,*verap;e

0^ in. in. in.

Conventional
Burner hounting 175 4.3 4.3 4.3

200 4.4 4.4 4.4

225 5.1 4.2 4.7

250 3.6 4.4 4.1



tfATIQH Of FLAEE I

Fig. 1. Diagram showing the patterns of the

temperatures that existed for a conven-

tional burner operated at 40 151 burner

pressure and a ground Travel of $ MPH.

Burner angle was 30 degrees with the

horizontal.
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.conomic Aspects of i?lame Cultivation

Cruz (1956) estimates that about one-fourth of all the work

done by the American farmer is expended on the control of weeds

(8). -figures for Kansas indicate that weed losses ma/ be as

high as w^OOfOOO per year, i^ost row crops in Kansas will re-

quire 2-4- cultivations for good weed control, with conventional

cultivation costs varying from ^0.80 - $1*00 per acre per culti-

vation, depending upon size of operation and labor costs, annual

weed control costs could vary from i?1.60 - £4#00 per acre.

Chemical weed control may afford complete control of weeds

in the row under ideal conditions, but results are very dependent

upon proper application, timeliness and optimum weather con-

ditions, i'he following table is compiled from research data ob-

tained from the jepartment of agronomy, Kansas Ctate University

and compares the cost of material for various recommended appli-

cation rates on commonly grown crops.

^dmondson and white (1952) estimate the total cost of flame

cultivation to average ij>l«44 and 10*97 per machine acre for 2-row

and 4-row cultivators respectively (7). Their figures were de-

rived from data obtained from twenty-six farmers in the Arkansas

Jelta area, although these costs pertain to cotton production,

they may be roughly applied to other crops in that area.

In order to have season-long weed control in cotton produc-

tion, it is necessary to use flame cultivation in combination

with other methods. Therefore, the above stated figures are not

intended to reflect total v/eed control costs, but merely costs
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i'able 5« iiaterial costs for chemical weed control.

Crop
: :

: Material :

(l)iiate :

lb./ac. :

1 Jost per pound :

(2) Collars :

Material cost
per acre

Corn .trazine
BO

2,4-,

2-5
4-6

114-2

,2.89-3.13(80^)
>.40
.1.00

1 5-78- 9.39
15.60-20.40
1.50- 2.00

soybeans RE
.aiiiben

CD

4
5-4
4-6

,2.25-2.90
.00

,2.00

). 00-11. 60
15.00-20.00

;. 00-12. 00

Grain
iorghum (3)i ropozine

(4)2,4-
2

1/4-1/3
,2.89-3.13(80,,)

,1.00
y.78- 6.20
.25- .53

(1) Chemical ..eed Control in Crops, agricultural -experiment
station bulletin 444, 1962, Kansas otate University.

(2) ..rices as of spring, 1962.
(35 approved only for use on sorghum harvested for seed.
(4) I 03t-emergence recommended only.

for flame cultivating applications. In other words, if three

applications were made with a four-row "flamer" the total flam-

ing costs would be 52.91 per acre (3 x ,,0.97/ machine acre,.

The farmers interviewed by -dmondson and vhite flamed an

average of sixty-eight acres with 2-row equipment and 147 acres

with the 4-row flamer. All of the acreage handled by the 2-row

machine was flamed twice and 47.6 acres covered a third time or

a total of 183.6 machine acres (2 x 68.0 « 136 + 47.6 - 185.6).

ihe 4-row machines handled about 381 machine acres each (147

acres twice and 60 per cent of which was covered a third time.)

The derived total cost was divided into two groups: over-

head costs (depreciation, interest on investment, taxes, insur-

ance, shelter, etc.) and operating cost3 (maintenance, repairs,

fuel for flaming device, labor and tractor costs), v^f the
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overhead costs, depreciation and interest on investment are the

only two taken into account as taxes on equipment could not be

separated from the total tax assessment. Jone of the farmers

report any insurance and shelter was available without extra

cost.

The estimated total annual overhead cost depends on the

amount charged annually for depreciation and interest, xhe

annual depreciation charge made per machine was determined by

initial purchase price and the estimated length and life for the

equipment.

The purchase price (1952) of a new 2-row flaming machine

was approximately :>324 (4-row machine— ;>508) and such a machine

had an estimated life of six years (4-row machine—seven years).

Thus, the annual depreciation per machine was about >5^ for the

2-row machine and ;,73 for the 4-row cultivator, oince, these

machines covered 183.6 and 381.2 acres per machine respectively,

the depreciation charges per machine acre were thirty cents for

the 2-row and nineteen cent s for the 4-row machine.

a annual interest rate of 6 per cent was used to derive

annual interest on investment costs. l?hese amounted to ;9»73

for the 2-row and ^15.24- for the 4-row cultivators or five cents

and four cents per machine acre respectively. j-
lotal overhead

costs amounted to thirty-five cents and twenty-three cents per

machine acre for the tvra sizes of machines. It should be noted

that these are average overhead costs for the group of farms

studied, and relate only to the indicated levels of average

operation.
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opair and maintenance were consolidated in this sunmary

and amounted to .,15»71 and ^8.03 per 2-row and 4—row machines.

This reflects a v,0.09 and ^0.02 cost per machine acre, tractor

costs were estimated at ninety cents per hour exclusive of labor.

Tractor time per machine acre was calculated at twenty-six cents

and seven cents per hour for the two sizes of flamers, which

amounted to a cost of twenty-three cents and six cents per ma-

chine acre respectively.

.1, HESS ASD PHOOI

Ithough considerable previous study and research has been

devoted to "flaming" in other states, this method of weed con-

trol is virtually new to Kansas and only limited information is

available that may be directly applicable to the ecolo^ic, agro-

nomic and climatic conditions to be found here. ^erefcre, it

was deemed sufficiently important to devote considerable effort

to determine the effectiveness of presently recommended prac-

tices and techniques when applied to these conditions. This was

not merely for the sake of academic validity but to provide a

sounder basis for making recommendations to the increasing number

of Kansas farmers using flame cultivation in their weed control

programs.

equipment

A commercial 2-row flame cultivator was obtained from the

G-otcher Engineering and ilanufacturing Company, Olarksdale,
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Mississippi. This cultivator was used in all tests conducted

in these studies. A picture of this machine may he seen in

Pig. 2. ihe components of a flame cultivator consist of a high

pressure tank (Li—gas), tank fittings, fuel lines, pressure

gauge, shut-off valves, rockshaft, attaching frame, skid as-

sembly, burner supports and burners. A schematic diagram of

these components is shown in Fig. 3.

k vapor valve is used at the top of the fuel tank to supply

gas to the burners. Jtfor the larger four- and six-row machines,

the normal practice is to withdraw liquid from the bottom of

the tank and vaporize fuel before it reaches the burners. In

this practice, water is circulated from the cooling jacket of

the tractor engine around a coiled section of the fuel feeder

line and returned to the tractor radiator. If the tractor is

not equipped with a water pump, an auxiliary pump may be in-

stalled and driven from the tractor fan or power-take-off.

-fter gas is drawn from the tank, it passes through a

pressure regulator whereby the operating pressure of the burners

may be controlled. It then goes to a manifold where it is chan-

neled to the individual burner by means of a flexible hose (or

copper tubing). A quick-opening valve, installed in the line

just beyond the regulator and within easy access of the tractor

operator, allows the burner to be turned on and off. rhis valve

has a small hole drilled in the gate (or a by-pass) to allow a

pilot light to burn while the burners are turned off for turning

at the ends or whenever it is necessary to stop the machine in
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#ig. 2. Iwo-row flame cultivator mounted on a ^ord

tractor with a three-point hitch, xhis was

the equipment used in all tests in this

study.

Fig. 3* -schematic diagram showing the component parts

of a typical flame cultivator.
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PLATE II

Fig. 2
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Schematic Diagram of a Flame Cultivator

Fig. 3
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the field.

The fuel tank, all fittings and hoses meet state specifica-

tions for use with ;. i safety valve, to relieve exceed-

ingly high pressures, is provided as standard equipment on this

machine. The fuel tank has a 100 gallon capacity and is equip-

ped with an 85 per cent level indicator and fuel level gauge.

The burner support brackets allow complete adjustment of

burners—both in elevation, azimuth, and distance from the row,

-.d^ustment for varying row widths can be made with the skid as-

sembly. The Skids act as gauging devices to align the burners

on the row and maintain a relative elevation in regard to the

seed bed. A close-up of this arrangement may be seen in Pigs. 4,

5, and 6.

.. ord tractor equipped with a three-point pick-up attach-

ment was used with the cultivator. The tractor was also equipped

with a two-way hydraulic cylinder which afforded a convenient

way of leveling and regulating the burners independently of the

pick-up attachment. This was especially convenient for turning,

backing and maneuvering in the small plots.

'The tractor was equipped with a tachometer which allowed an

easy way of calibrating and regulating the rate of ground travel,

which was necessary in the studies made. This calibration was

accomplished by measuring off a distance of 100 feet and calcu-

lating the time required to travel this distance for the de-

sired rates of ground travel.

Table 6 shows the time required to travel the 100 feet for
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Fig* 4. burner support brackets showing how

adjustments in the burner setting may

be made.

;• 5« Angl« of burners are controlled by the

adjustment shown here.
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lTB III

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Flg t 6. Adjustment of burners for various row

widths is made by positioning the skids.
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PLATL IV

Fig. 6



Table 6. line required to i'ravel 100 Feet.

riate of travel

•
I

•
•

rime
1!

of travel
30 feet

m£M Feet/oec. • seconds

1.0 1.467 68

1.5 2.200 45

2.0 2.934- 34

.25 3.300 30

3.0 3.501 28

several rates of travel used in this study, several throttle

settings were tried for each rate of travel until the time re-

quired to traverse the 100 feet were the same as that calculated

above, i'tie corresponding tachometer reading was noted which

allowed the correct engine spa to be selected for the rate of

ground travel desired, r^ain, this pre-setting of the throttle

was essential with the small plots used in these tests.

^e flame pattern study involved modifying the cultivator

to off-set one or more of the burners from the tractor. Fail

allowed more room and ease to adjust the burner and to measure

and record the flame temperature patterns. Figure 7 shows the

modified arrangement. ~ commercially available temperature

sensitive material (Thermostikj was U3ed to measure and indicate

the temperatures involved. ^ome difficulty was encountered in

finding a material on which to apply these temperature sensitive

indicators. A material was needed that would not ignite, dis-

color or char under the induced temperatures and yet one that
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had a specific heat or heat resistance similar to plant foliage.

-veral materials were tried including asbestos paper,

wood, fire brick and various metals. A fine mesh screen wire

was finally selected as the best, xhe temperature sensitive

material, which was in the form of a marking pencil, when ap-

plied to the screen wire would embed in the mesh and respond to

the flame temperatures almost independent of the reaction of the

metal wire. I&6 open surface of the screen al3o caused very

little distortion of the flame. . ictures of this equipment and

the marking pencils are shown in i'igs. 7» 8 t 9» and 10.

Jhe fuel consumption testa iavolved weighing the fuel con-

sumed, xhis was accomplished by the use of two platform scales.

xhe cultivator and fuel were weighed before and after each test

and the fuel consumed was determined from these weights. jome

difficulty was encountered in obtaining similar results in

replicated tests. Upon further investigation it was discovered

that water, apparently from the heavy spring rains, had gotten

into the hollow frame construction of the cultivator, ka the

successive consumption tests were run, some of the water was

evaporated by the heat and was, of course, measured as fuel con-

sumed, xioles were drilled into the frame and the moisture

drained out. x'his corrected the problem.

iiethod of procedure

-uiy attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of flame cultiva-

tion requires some method of measurement, although several
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Fig. 7* ^ear view of two-row flame cultivator

showing how the machine was modified (off-

set to the right) to facilitate mailing

the flame pattern studies.

. _. The temperature sensitive marking pencils

and the wire panel used in conducting the

study on flame patterns.
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PLATE V

Fig, 7

^r

: -•'

Fig. 8



Fig, 9» ocreen-wire panel in position as it was

used in the study of flame patterns, xhe

one-half inch strips of temperature-t3ensitive

material applied to measure the induced

temperatures may he seen on the panel.

Fig. 10. A view of the nine panels used in conducting

the study on flame patterns. These panels

are positioned at various distances from

the line of burner travel.
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PLATK VI

Pig. 9

Jig. 10
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approaches to such a study might be made, four separate items

were to be measured in this project—(1) effect of flame

(temperatures) on the crop plant, (2) effectiveness in reducing

weeds, O) effect of Wo controllable variables on the flame

pattern, and (4) economic feasibility of flame cultivation.

Corn was the crop selected to be studied and sixty-three

plots were planted and used in these investigations. --11 plot

work was correlated and carried on cooperatively with Dr. Laurel

.eaderson, Department of ^Gronomy , Kansas jtate University.

Dr. Anderson is presently carrying on similar studies of weed

control with the use of chemical weed killers, Although it was

not within the scope of this project to compare the results of

these two methods, it was felt desirable to correlate them so

that evaluations and comparisons mijht be made by others if

desired.

Dae plots were located on the Kansas State University

agronomy Parm, north of the campus. They were intentionally

located on a site known to be weedy to assure that weeds would

be present. Four-row plots, twenty-seven feet long were used

(.00824- acre) and sixteen-foot alley ways were provided for

turning equipment.

commercial variety, Dekalb 3x1, was planted hay 1 and 2

at the rate of 20,000 seeds per acre (approximately). The aver-

age stand count was near 19 t000 plants per acre, ^orn was

planted in 40-inch rows. Ho fertilizer was added but the area

is known to have a high fertility level and further application
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wa3 not considered desirable.

effect of Various f'lame applications on the rowth and

,ic-ld of Corn . Vhe primary objective of this test was oj meas-

ure the effect of various flame applications upon the yield of

corn, 1 lant heights were measured at several periods through-

out the growin__, reason to determine the effects upon growth.

In order to measure and determine these effects, it was neces-

sary to standardize or hold constant all controllable factors

except those being measured, namely, the date and number of

flame applications. -he following factors were standardized for

all plots and treatments.

1. Variety

2. ilanting Jate

J. 3 1anting .ate

4. Row ^pacing

5. - ertility (applied).

reduce the effects of unknown or uncontrollable factors

such as (1) soil type, (2) residual fertility, (5) insects or

disease, (4; wind, and (5) others, each treatment was replicated

three times and the plots were located randomly throughout the

test site.

This test actually involved part of two separate experi-

ments— (1) xhe effect of Flame cultivation on field Jhen the

.^eed .actor is eliminated and (2) Ihe effect of flame Cultiva-

tion on Yield under formal xield Conditions, iour different

flaue application dates were used and these were identified by
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the stage of crop growth.

1. ] re-emergence (before or as the corn emerges)

2. 2-4 inches high

J. 8-10 inches high

4. 14-16 inches high.

hese stages were selected on the basis of previous work

by other researchers and because it afforded a fairly uniform

variance in growth between applications. Jo information was

available concerning pre-emergence flaming although it was known

to have been used on other crops, earlier work by Edwards (8)

indicated that flaming when 6 to 12 inches high is critical for

com and that after the 12-inch height it is generally tolerant

to normal flaming practice .

The ...ffect of Flame cultivation on field .hen che -eed Fac-

tor is eliminated, in this experiment the entire area was treat-

ed with ^trazine (pre-emergence herbicide) at the rate of ten

pounds per acre, its purpose was to eliminate weeds so that

any difference in yield of the variously treated plots would be

a function of these flame treatments. ^even different flame

treatments and a check (no-flame) were used. Jhese treatments

and their corresponding plot numbers are shown in Table ?•

.jure 11 shows the actual plot arrangement and location.

ihis test was designed to show if there were any differ-

ences in yield due to either the time of flaming or the number

of flame applications. .Likewise, a general observation of the

effects on plant height was made for the several flame treat-

ments compared.
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1'able ?. Treatments and corresponding plot numbers for
experiment on effect of ^lame applications on
>m I lant.

treatment
: Number
: flamin^s

•

•
x lot nu;/o ers

1. 2-4-" 1 2 8 16

2. 2-4" 8-10" 2 6 12 18

3. 2-4" £-10" 14-3 3 1 10 15

4. 81-IO" 1 5 9 20

5. 8-10" + 14-16" 2 4 19

6. 2-4" 14-16" 2 7 13 21

7. 14-16" 1 11 17

i.'he ..ffect of - Cultivation on Yield under normal

.Id conditions. Fue plots used is this experiment were also

the same aj those used to conduct a weed count for evaluati

the ability of these various flame treatments to control weeds.

This was done without any effect upon the above stated experi-

ment and will be outlined in more detail in the following sec-

tion. It was deemed important to ietermi jw flo^.t cultiva-

tion, under normal field conditions, eight affect yield. -he

experiment employed eleven flame treatments together with a

"normal cultivation" and a "no-flame - no cultivation" treat-

ment. Table 8 and Pig. 12 show the treatments and correspond-

ing plot arrangement.

rtae results of these treatments 3hould reflect both the

beneficial effect, if any, of weed control and the effect of

flame treatments upon the cc it. Lis test was not designed
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x'able 8. reatments and corresponding plot numbers for
experiment on -fleet of flame under Normal
i<ield conditions.

Tre;a.tment
>er of

; flaminffa
•

• 2 lot number3

1. ] re-emergence 1 5 lb 27

2. Pre + 2-4" 2 8 22 31

3- Pre * 2-4" + 8--10" 3 12 ;-

4. Pre 2-4"
f 14-16"

•10"
4 2 14 30

5- - re r 8-10" 2 6 18 37

6. 2-4'' 1 10 23

7. 2-4" r 8-10" 2 4 26 35

8. 2-4" + 8-10" r 14-16" 3 1 25 28

9. 2-4" 14-16" 2 9 19 33

10. -10" + 14-1 2' 13 lb 38

11. 8-10" 1 11 21 36

12. Flame - ^o Jult. - 7 24 32

13. ..ormal Cultivation - 3 17 29

to be compared wit revious experiment on yields. „cher,

it was intended to measure and determine how yields might be

Jected under normal field conditions. i'he two middle rows of

each plot were harvested except in a few instances where uneven

stands made the selection of other rows more representative.

- lots were harvested by hand on October 5th.
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Fig. 11. j lot layout for the experiment to determine—

effect of ilame Cultivation on Yield vhen

the ..eed factor is eliminated. Layout shows

plot number and corresponding treatment.

,. 12. ilot layout for the experiment to determine—

.ffect of i'lame Cultivation on Yield Under

Normal x'ield Conditions, layout shows plot

number and the corresponding treatment.
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PLATE VII
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-fleet of i/arious x-'lauae Treatments on Control of ,eed

growth . The object of this test wa3 to determine the differ-

ence in weed control resulting from various flame application

dates and to evaluate the effectiveness of various combinations

of these flame applications in terms of reduction in weeds.

ie same application dates (pre-emergence, 2-4 inches, 6-10

inches and 14-16 inches) were used. In fact, as stated before,

the same set ox plot e used as in the experiment on yield

under normal field conditions.

In order to develop an effective technique of controlling

weeds with flame, it was necessary to determine the best stage

and number of applications needed for various levels of weed

control, although the entire area of the plots could have been

flamed, only a sixteen-inch band over the row was treated (eight

inches on each side of row) and evaluated. An actual weed

count of two rows in each plot was made between July 17-24-. At

this stage the corn had almost reached its full height and there

was maximum shading of the rows. Although additional weeds may

have appeared later in the growing season, it is doubtful if

they would be of an economic importance.

xOr purposes of making the weed population count, the six-

teen-inch control band was identified by placing four stakes

down each row—two on each side, eight inches from the center

of the row and fifteen feet apart. By wrapping a cord around

the stakes the area could be identified and the number of weeds

within this area determined. A diagram of this arrangement may
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be seen in Fig. 13 . .eeds outside this area were controlled by

the use of cultivator sweeps down the middles, The two rows

selected in each plot for making the weed population count were

determined by the use of a random table of numbers and were not

necessarily the same as ifere harvested in the study on yields.

The actual rows in each plot used in this weed count are shown

in Table 14.

The time and number of flame applications are only two of

several variables which have pronounced influence upon the meas-

ured results. Burner setting, rate of ground travel, burner

pressure, type of burner and the shape of seed bed are factors

over which the operator has some control. *ind, temperature,

soil moisture, humidity, precipitation and other climatic con-

ditions are a few of the factors over which he has very little

control. To avoid the need of evaluating these above stated

variables it was desirable to hold them constant for all treat-

ments, so far as possible. The problem was to select values or

constants which were known to be effective and which are being

used by other research workers. It was not possible to control

the climatic or soil conditions but it was possible to measure

and record some of these factors and to use them in evaluating

the recorded data. These are discussed in the section on

results of study.

j-urner setting is one of the variables which offer several

selections that have proven to be effective. California recom-

mendations (6) were used in this study. These are the same as
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Fig* 1$. diagram of the sixteen-inch control band

down the row. The stakes and cord show how

the area was identified for the purpose of

making the weed population count. ,.rea

included eight inches on each side of the

row and fifteen feet long in each row

(twenty square feet).
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Ld-South reco. inendations except the elevation angle may be

raised to forty-five decrees for the purpose of minimizing flame

deflection on rough seed beds. A diagram of this burner setting

la shown in Pig* 14. It consists of orienting the burner per-

pendicular to the row with the mouth of the burner four inches

above the row middle and approximately nine inches away from the

roWi 2he burner is declined thirty decrees with the horizontal

and the center of the flame should strike the ground surface

about two inches away from the plant on the burner side of the

row.

This method consists of using two burners—one on each side

of the row. The burners are off-set or staggered, so that the

flame patterns do not oppose each other, but afford a complete

cover on each side of the row and offer a longer exposure time

to the weed infested area. Figure 15 shows how this arrangement

is accomplished.

ithough a faster rate of travel could have been used in

this study, three miles per hour was the rate selected. Again,

this met recommendations used in California and in several of

the southern states, as applied to cotton production.

Burner pressure is another variable which offers several

selections. A middle of the range selection—forty pounds per

square inch—was U3ed. This value is being used in several other

states and was felt it would be effective in Kansas. rhe ma-

chine was equipped with "otoneville" burners and utilized 2-2502

spray nozzles. A close-up of the burner i3 shown in Figs* 16

and 17.
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i'ig. 14. diagram of the burner showing the angle and

position relative to the row used in this

study. A setting recommended by California

researchers ( 4 ) and is, also, used through-

out the cotton belt.

. li? . Jiagram showing how the two burners are

positioned so that the flame patterns do

not oppose each other but provide a longer

exposure time to the weed infested area.

Diagram also shows the distance of the

burner from the row.
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Barriers

lpig. 14

Center Line of Flow

Fig. 15
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. 16- ^loae-up of the "utonevllle" burner

as was used in stud^ on flame cultivation.

j. 17. Close-up view of burner and the panel

3

used in making the flame pattern

investigation.
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PLATE X

JFig. 16

lgrftriv

tfig. 17.
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c cor i i surface planted with a one-row plot planter and a

fairly level seed bed was maintained.

Ifect ox' .>.ase ox around Jrave 1 and Jurner pressure on

lied -lane 1 attern3 . L8 most commonly used field method of

adjusting and setting the burners is by visual observation of

the flame, because the flame produced is practically invisible

in daylight, adjustments are usually made just before or after

darkness when the flame pattern is easily visible bo the oper-

ator, although this method is generally felt to be reliable so

far as visual pattern is concerned, it provides no way of actu-

ally determining the temperatures within the pattern nor does

it provide any way of determining the effect of ground travel

(exposure time) upon these temperatures and thermal patterns.

The object of this study was to identify and measure the

temperature levels and thermal patterns within the applied flame

and to determine what affect variations in rate of ground travel

and burner pressure have upon these measured values. In order

to be able to measure the temperatures within the flame as it

sed over an identified section of the row or control area,

it wa3 necessary to devise a technique that would measure and

record the maximum temperatures. ^>uch a record of temperatures

from identified positions across the row would afford a positive

way of measuring and calibrating the effect of such variables

on the induced thermal pattern.

The devised method consisted of usin^ temperature sensi-

tive marking pencils (markel Company, Chicago, Illinois; that



melt wuea 9X I to pre-determined - rature level ^ure 8

shows che aarki encils used. b tparat sensitive in-

dicators i/ere positioned in and alony the row at pre-determined

sites to record the temperatures as the applied fla sad by.

ha temperature sensitive material was applied to panels

of common screen wire (two thicknesses). Fhesa panels were

twenty-four inches long and seven inches wide and were suspended

from a framework of two metal stakes with removable cross-rods

which were strung through the panels similar to a panel curtain.

picture of this arrangement may be aaen in Fig* 18.

e temperature sensitive material was applied in approxi-

mately one-half inch width strips, -ach panel had indicators

for the following temperature levels—200, 500, 400, 500, 600,

and 700 degrees Fahrenheit. As the flame passed each panel, the

respective materials would melt according to the temperatures

induced and the areas exposed, l'hus, it was possible to not

only measure the temperatures and thermal areas involved, but

also to identify this temperature pattern in relation to ground

level, crop row or other relative points.

La information together with similar information from

several points in and alongside the row made it possible to con-

struct an isothermal pattern of the flame as would be viewed

down the row. figures 13 and 20 show how these points were

located and the way these panels looked in conducting the tests.

Phe measured pattern is the same as would be viewed by the oper-

ator in making a visual adjustment of the burners, except it is
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. 18. xicture of the wire panel with the

temperature sensitive material applied.

i.
lhe various temperature levels used were-

200, 500, 400, bOO, 600, and 700 degrees

Fahrenheit.
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> 19« A view looking down the row showing the

location of the various wire panels in

relation to the burner position.

Fig. 20. A close-up view of the burner as seen

by the operator in attempting to make

a visual adjustment of the flame

pattern.
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also evaluating fch€ exposure time for the selected rate of

ground travel.

.th this technique of measuring and recording tempera-

ture levels and thermal areas it was then possible to observe

and measure the effects of such variables as ground speed and

burner pressure on these induced values. It was also possible

to calibrate the rate of heat application for any selected

value of these variables and to determine if there was any

correlation between the rate of energy applied (BTU per foot of

row) and the measured thermal patterns, also, to determine if

equal energy levels produced similar thermal patterns regard-

less of the values of these variables. Three separate experi-

rere conducted.

1. . ffect of Rate of Ground Travel on Induced Flame

pattern.

2. Cect of Burner j ressure on Induced Flame attern.

3. Energj lication ;vate (iii'U per foot of row) a3 Guide

for Applying -lame.

te burner settings for all tests were the same as described be-

fore—perpendicular to the row, declined thirty degrees from

horizontal and mouth of burner approximately four inches above

the soil surface. Only one burner was used in conducting these

tests.

In the first experiment three ground speeds were used

—

one, two and three miles per hour. The burner pressure was

constant for all tests at forty pounds per square inch. She
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second experiment utilized a constant ground speed of three

miles per hour but varied the burner pressure for thirty, forty

and fifty pounds per square inch. The third experiment in-

volved selecting three sets of values for ground speed and

burner pressure which produced similar heat application rates,

The following values were used.

1.5 miles per hour - JO pounds pressure 155 BTU's/foot
of -lOW

2.0 miles per hour - 40 pounds pressure = 157 BTU's/foot
of .uow

2.25 miles per hour - 50 pounds pressure = 151 ' s/foot
of .vOW

...conomic aspect of ilaaie Jultivation . The purpose of

this phase of the study was to determine the economic feasi-

bility of flame cultivation as a weed control practice in corn

production under conditions to be found in Kansas. ro pri-

mary areas were investigated—operational and total costs on a

per hour and per acre basis and also what effect the rate of

ground travel and burner pi*e3sure had on the cost of flame

applications.

Operational Oosts. ihese costs include maintenance, re-

Irs, fuel for the flaming device, labor and tractor costs.

.ause of the newness of flame cultivation in this area, no

survey of actual field operations was possible. Josts were

determined by calculating the values for the above mentioned

items from the best known and approved techniques. These

figurea were developed for both two-, four-, and six-x

cultivators.
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Maintenance and repair costs were obtained from values de-

rived by i^dmondson and v/hite (7) in their survey of flame

cultivation operations in Mississippi, i'uel costs for the

actual flame application were computed from fuel consumption

tests conducted to determine the fuel usage level under various

burner pressures.

yuel Consumption rrest (two-row machine). This test was to

determine the hourly fuel consumption and the fuel costs per

acre for a two-row flame cultivator operating at thirty, forty,

and fifty pounds per square inch pressure. ese figures were

then used to calculate similar costs for four- and six-row

machines, xhe test consisted of weighing the fuel consumed for

fifteen-minute intervals operating at the above stated burner

pressures, .jecause of the size of the tank and the manner in

which it was attached, it was determined to be easier to weigh

the entire machine before and after each test. The tests were

repeated twice and the values averaged and converted to ^dlons

per hour.

xabor costs are based on the hourly minimum wa^e scale of

,1.25 per hour. Tractor costs were computed from information

and research data from i.ansas _>tate University (17), University

of Nebraska (9), and the University of Qeorgia (10).

Investment and rotal Josts. I'otal costs reflect opera-

tional costs plus fixed or ownership costs. I'hese include de-

preciation, interest on investment, taxes, insurance and

shelter, -fcixed costs, unlike operational costs, are independent
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of the use of the machine, however, tfhen this cost is expressed

on an acre or mac nine-acre basi3, the amount of use greatly

affects this value.

luo3 for these investment costs are based on local con-

ditions and average machine use. They do not reflect optimum

or ideal conditions but those commonly found in this area.

ain, total cost3 were computed for both two-, four- and six-

row cultivators.

.ffect of burner pressure and -iate of Ground i'ravel on Gost

of operation. ke was explained in the study on flame patterns,

burner pressure and rate of ground travel may be selected in

various combinations to obtain either (1) the same heat applica-

tion rate (BTU per foot of row) or (2) any desired heat applica-

tion rate needed to do a certain ^ob. i'he purpose of this phase

of the study was to determine the economic significance of these

two variables as they apply to cost of operation and the cost

of BTU's per foot of row.

i'hese computed values were "based on the previously de-

scribed fuel consumption tests and several selected rates of

ground travel. .Dhese costs are also computed for the two-,

four- and six-row machines.

HJItfS

Generally, the results of this study correspond with the

findings of other research on flame cultivation. In areas

where these results do differ or in areas where no comparable
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studies have been made or results published, it should be noted

that the following findings are based on only one year's study

and definite conclusions may be hazardous until further re-

search can be done.

No attempt was made to control such production factors as

precipitation, length of growing season, temperature or amount

of sunlight in these tests, nowever, because growing seasons

do vary from year to year, the data shown in 'fable 9 provides

information pertinent to the conditions under which these data

were obtained, .-jay analysis of these findings should be made

in lijht of these conditions.

In general, the growing conditions were not abnormal for

the year. It is, however, worth noting that although total

rainfall during i-iay was above normal the month was actually

exceptionally hot and dry (see temperature data), The bulk of

precipitation for the month (4.7 inches) occurred in one rain

on the 28th day of na.y and was preceded by nine weeks with, only

one shower of one-half inch or greater rainfall.

So record of soil temperature or soil moisture was made.

Table 10 does provide a record of a few of the observed con-

ditions that existed at the time of each flame application.

These conditions do not reflect optimum or even desired con-

ditions for crop production or flame application but are merely

a record of the conditions as they existed for this year's

study and may be helpful in comparing these results to future

findings

.
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.Cable 9. ^limatolo ical data.

nonth

..vera
temperature

Normal 1962

] recipitation
Cinch.es )

formal 1962

vaporation
(inches;

1^2formal

^pril 52.3 51.0 2.63 1.14 6.40 6.01

May 63.5 72.2 3.75 5-98 7.45 10.00

June 7^.1 71.9 5.00 4.40 8.94 7.72

July 79.4 75.9 3.64 2.86 10.42 8.33

..ugust 78.

S

76.9 3.03 4.50 9.11 -51

September 68.6 64.5 4.09 4.56 7.47 4.61

Total or
-ivera 69.4 68.7 22.14 25.44 49.79 46.18

Table 10. observed conditions at flaming.

• i re— » • •

: emergence :2-4 inches: 6-10 inches: 14-16 inches

Date ^y 7 7 10 Kay 23 June 11

Time of ^ay 10-11 All 9-10 10-12 t 9-11 AM

;ind - 10-15 - 8-10 - 10-15 IT - 5-10

ooil Condition Jry on
surface

Dry on
surface

Very dry on
surface

jamp on
surface

Burner pressure 40 PCI 40 PSI 40 PSI 40 Pol

Ground jpeed 3 KFH 3 MPH 3 MPH 3 I-'LrH

effect of Various Combinations of Plame application
on the Growth and Production of Corn 1 lants

Phe primary objective of this study was to measure the

effect of various flame treatments upon the yield of corn. Phis

effect was evaluated from two points of view—(1) the effect of
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flame upon the corn plant itself (as measured by yield) and

(2) the effect of flame cultivation upon yield under field con-

ditions, -ihese findings and evaluations were obtained in the

two experiments described under the section on procedure. An

observation of the effect of accumulative flaming on corn height

was also made and the findings discussed.

effect of i'lame upon the uorn j. lant . The results of this

experiment are shown in I'able 11. analysis of this data shows

no significant difference in yield between flame treatments at

the ninety-five per cent confidence level. i'hat is, two flam-

ings did not reduce the yield as compared to one flaming and

etc. iTie ten to fifteen bushels per acre average increase in

yield of the flame treatments over the chemical check plots,

although significant at the ninety-five per cent level, is be-

lieved to be due to a blocking effect that wa3 significant in

these plots, although not significant at the above stated

levels, the ranking of these treatments in order of yield shows

a definite correlation between yield and the number of flamings.

This ranking may also be seen in i'able 11. fields are expressed

in bushels per acre and were obtained by multiplying the actual

harvested yields, in pounds, by 242 (harvested rows represented

1/242 of an acre) and dividing by 72 (pounds of ear corn per

bu3hel). ...ctual plot yields may be seen in iable 24 of the

Appendix.

i-oisture content of all plots were not taken but random

sampling throughout the test area indicated no significant
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difference in grain moisture between treatments. A stalk count

of the harvested rows, just prior to harvesting, revealed an

average population of approximately 19,000 stalks per acre.

There was no significant difference in population between treat-

ments and the stand was almost identical to the plant count made

in the early part of the growing season. Although the same rows

were not used in all instances for these two population counts,

the data would indicate a very low plant mortality rate due to

flame cultivation. Data for the latter stalk count may also

be seen in Table 25 of the appendix.

Observations of the effect of flame treatments on plant

height was made several times throughout the growing season.

There was a definite stunting of the plants due to flaming,

-iov/ever, this effect was not of a permanent nature. Table 12

presents data to show how the plant height was affected, stunt-

ing appeared to be accumulative, in that plants receiving three

flamings were retarded more than those receiving only one or

two flamings. This stunting, although apparent throughout most

of the growing season, gradually disappeared and could not be

distinguished after the latter part of July.

ffect of ..lame Cultivation upon Yield under Field Con-

ditions , results of this experiment show a range of thirty

bushels per acre difference in yield between the "no flame-no

cultivation" treatment and the various flame treatments. Yield

results for each treatment and their respective ranking is pre-

sented in Table 15 • There is a definite correlation between the
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number of flamings and yield. This is graphically expressed by

the curve in Figs. 21 and 22. \% reduction in yield due to the

fourth flame application is believed to be primarily due to the

testing procedure used.

although no significant difference in yield resulted be-

tween the various flame treatments, the thirty bushel per acre

increase in yield of treatment number three (three flamings -

pre-emergence * 2-4 inch * 8-10 inch) over the "check" plot (no

cultivation * no flaming) was significant at the ninety per cent

confidence level. Itone of the other treatments were signifi-

cantly higher than the "check" plot at this level.

There was a definite blocking effect in these plots, how-

ever, this factor did not alter the results of this test. As

discussed in the previous section, a stalk count of the har-

vested rows showed an average population of approximately 19,000

stalks per acre with no significant difference between plots.

..lso, there was no significant difference in grain moisture con-

tent between treatments. Tables 26 and 27 of the appendix show

the actual plot yields and stalk count for each of the various

treatments.

_/ven though not significant at the ninety per cent confi-

dence level, the following observations and evaluations are

worth noting, analysis of the data in Table 15 indicates that

the application of flame at the 14-16 inch stage has a detri-

mental effect upon yield, particularly when the crop has re-

ceived two or more previous flamings and is expressed graphically
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. 21. Graph showing the relationship of the

number of flattings and yield. Values

are averages for all treatments with

the same number of applications.

. 22. Graph showing the relationship of

accumulative flame applications and

yield. 2he dotted line shows the

result when flaming treatments were

started at the 2-4- inch height.
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in Fig. 22.

-lame application at the 8-10 inch height does not apx>ear

to be detrimental to yield, even though visual observations of

the effect of this flaming stage would indicate otherwise. In

fact, yields for all but one of the treatments involving the

8-10 inch flaming were higher than similar treatments without

the 8-10 inch application, x'he bar graphs in Figs* 23 and 24

show these comparisons for both tests— (1; under field condi-

tions and (2) with the weed factor eliminated. Ihese two find-

ings are somewhat contrary to results published by other

researchers.

lie pre-emergence flame treatment by itself, like all of

the other single flame application treatment. , lowed verj

little benefit in regard to yield, ^hit, it is interesting to

note that the fir. it and third ranking treatments included pre-

emergence applications, however, it is the 2-4 inch applica-

tion, when coupled with one or more other flamings, that is

really effective in improving yields. This flame application

stage is common in all of the five top rankings.

i significant difference in yield resulted between the

various flame treatments and the normal cultivati: lots, ^ny

combination of two or more flame treatments did, in general,

improve yields over normal cultivation. -Dhe graph in Fig, 22

shows the comparison of number of flamings (averaged collec-

tively) versus yield.

other variables such as ground speed, burner pressure and
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j, 23« lowing the effect upon

yield of an added 3-10 inch flame

application to several flame treatments.

. 24. r-graph showing effect on yield when

am S-10 inch flame application was

added to several flame application

treatments. These results are from

the plots received a chemical weed

killer to eliminate the weed factor.
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burner setting were held constant for all treatments. Although

adjustment of these variables will influence the effectiveness

of flame applications (this is discussed in more detail in a

latter section), it would not be expected to alter the relative

results as discussed here. ~nly further research can bear this

out.

The statistical values computed and used in making these

comparisons may be found in Tables 28 and 29 of the appendix.

Plates XIX and XX of the -appendix, also present some sample cal-

culations to show how these values were obtained. The limited

number of observations available for most of these statistical

tests had a great influence in the confidence levels at which

the results are significant.

effect of Various Tlaine Treatments on
Control of >.eed Growth

The results of this experiment reveal not only a signifi-

cant reduction (ninety-five per cent confidence level) in weed

growth for all treatments as compared to the "no flame-no

cultivation" treatment, but also there are significant differ-

ences between the various flame treatments in their ability to

control weeds. eed populations for each plot as well as the

average population for each treatment is shown in Table 14.

Only a cautious comparison between weed control results

and yields should be made with the data from these tests. -ven

though the same sets of plots were used for both experiments,

the expressed weed populations ai*e only for the sixteen-inch
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control bands over the drill area and do not reflect total weeds

in the plots, ^lso, this method of weed control evaluation

:es into account only the number of weeds and not the size or

type. J-'hese factors could have a very great effect upon the

resulting yields.

There was considerable difference in the size of weeds

within the various plots. In general, plots receiving the 14-16

inch application had fewer small weeds while those plots not

receiving the early flame applications tended to have more large

weeds. No actual differentiation between weed size was made.

The plots with the larger weeds usually had fewer in number.

This may have been due to the shading effect of the large weeds

or the competition for moisture and nutrients. It should be

noted that the higher ranking control plots not only had fewer

weeds in number but that they were, on the average, smaller in

size a3 well. The weed count was made during the week of July

17-24. In order to be consistent, only weeds of one-inch

height or over were counted. It was concluded that smaller

weeds would be of little economic importance at this date.

Table 15 shows how treatments ranked, from one to thirteen, in

order of their ability to control weeds (thirteen being the

highest). Rankings are shown for the over-all test and within

each of the three blocks. The lines below the rankings indicate

the treatments for which their were no significant differences.

These tests were made at the ninety-five per cent confidence

level and the statistical values and computations for this table
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may be seen on 2 lates XXI and XXII of the appendix.

several observations iaay be made from these data. The

four top-ranking treatments are the same regardless of whether

the blocks are considered separately or collectively. Ll-

though the order of ranking is switched, the same treatments

appear in the top four positions in all comparisons. In evalu-

ating this, only one common factor seems to appear—the 14—IG

inch flame application. In fact, only four treatments included

a 14-16 inch flaming and these are the four top-ranking treat-

ments. From the over-all comparison, these four treatments

were significantly more effective in controlling weeds than

the other flame treatments as well a3 the ;,normal cultivation"

plots.

The "normal cultivation" treatment consistently ranked

near the middle in all of the blocks. single flame applica-

tion treatments, regardless of stage of growth, had little

ability to control weed growti; and consistently ranked at the

bottom in all of the tests.

effect of 3urner Pressure and Ground Travel
on Temperatures and Thermal Patterns

The method employed in this study to measure flame temper-

atures is dependent upon the specific heat of the material up-

on which the temperature-sensitive indicator is applied.

Therefore, it is readily admitted that the temperatures mea-

sured are not absolute or necessarily those experienced by a

plant exposed to these same conditions. It is believed,
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however, that these measurements are valid for the existing con-

ditions and do provide relative values that are sufficient for

measuring and determining the effect of burner pressure and

ground travel upon the induced temperatures and thermal pattern.

Temperature measurements were recorded for six temperature

levels (200-400-500-600-7Q0°FO« Plotting isothermal lines for

all temperatures tended to present a cluttered picture, ^y us-

ing only three temperature levels (200-400-600 y.) the same

patterns and effects could be shown with :auch less confusion.

Therefore, only three temperature levels were used in con-

structing the thermal patterns shown.

The time interval required for the transfer of heat from

the applied flame to the cells of the plants is difficult to

determine. It was assumed to be in proportion to the magni-

tude of the temperature gradient between the cells and the

surrounding flame. -^'hus, it is important not only to know

something of the shape of these patterns but the temperature

levels and exposure time as well. Lth this in mind Tables 16

and 17 were developed to show the heat energy applied at vari-

ous values of ground travel and burner pressure and the actual

exposure time for these rates of ground travel. . cross-

section of the effective flame is approximately b-10 inches

wide, and this value is used in computing the ^iven exjjosure

intervals. Two burners were used on each row.

jthal temperatures for most small plants is around 1^0-

200 F< The exposure time required at these temperatures may
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Table 16. effect of rate of travel and burner pressure
on amount of heat applied (3IU per foot of
rouy

.

Operatic
pressure : ITU oer foot of row for v.-x-iouo rjouni eeds

; SI 2 ra a 3 I 4 lu-H 5 mm
50 115 77 5- 46

40 155 105 76 62

50 176 117 88 70

>lo 17» -fleet of ground travel and flame pattern
width, on exposure time.

Ground travel
: exposure
•
•

time in seconds
( wo burners

for variou
per row)

s widths

: 12 in. 14 in. 16 in. 15 in. 20 in.

1 .68 .79 .91 1.02 1.13

2 .54 .40 .45 .51 .57

5 ,28 o3 ^1 .42 .^7

4 .17 .20 .23 .25 ,28

5 .14 .16 .19 .21 .23

range from one-fourth to three-quarters of a second, i'hese

values will depend upon the type, a^e and condition of the

plant. * higher rute of energy (heat; application will nor-

mally reduce the transfer time from flame to cell and thereby

Siiorten the necessary exposure time.

^ven though the method used in this study measures only

the maximum temperatures existing within each zone, the ex-

iure time is reflected in these measurements as will be noted



in the experiment on ground travel, The method does provide

a reasonably reliable method of measuring the effective control

areas induced by any ^iven set of ground travel and burner

pressure value

I suits from this jtudy sliow that these two variables

do have a pronounced effect upon the temperature levels and

pattern of the applied flame. -his, in turn, has an important

value in developing effective application techniques, These

results also show that burner pressure and ground travel, al-

though independent of each other, are correlated and may be

adjusted in combination to produce a ran^e of desired thermal

patterns.

This study demonstrates that it is not only possible to

calibrate the rate of energy release (BTU per foot of row) for

any combination of these values but that the resulting thermal

patterns are proportional in size and temperature level and

that similar energy rates produced similar patterns regardless

of the values of these variable..

effect of aate of Ground Travel on Induced Flame lattern .

The isothermal diagrams on Plate XV 3how the measured thermal

patterns for the three tested ground 3peeds—1, 2, and $ H»I .H.

The faster rate of ground travel reduced the size of the ther-

mal zones as well as the over-all measured patterns. although

the induced pattern extends beyond the measurement zone in most

cases, co,a prison of the diagrams indicate that the higher rates

of travel not only flatten out the various thermal zones but,



;. 25. Measured flame pattern for the " >tone-

ville" burner when operating at 40 I 31

burner pressure and 3 MPH ground travel

The angle of the burner is 30 degrees

with the horizontal.

;. 26. Measured flame pattern for the "Stont-

ville" burner when operating at 40 I 31

burner pressure and 2 MPH ground travel

deduction in pattern size may be noted.

x*'ig. 27. Measured flame pattern for the " jtone-

ville" burner when operating at 40 PSI

burner pressure and 3 ground travel,

rattern size is reduced even further.
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Burner Pressure - 4-0 Pol

Ground Travel - 1 MPH

Fig. 25

Burner Pressure - 40 P3I

Ground Travel - 2 MPH
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shorten the in as well. I i Is iue tc . I ^-rence in expos-

ure time which determines the rate of energy (beat) applied

for any ^iven operatin ossure.

another observation noted in this experiment wao the ir-

regular shape of the pattern at the slower ground sjjeed. .

Fhere arrears to he a more marked ''bounce " effect at the lower

s^eedo. fhe surface of row area, where these tests were Bade

,

was raked flat before each test and is felt not to be a factor.

Again, the longer exposure time for these slower rates of travel

is one ijrobable cause for this irregularity in shape of pattern

at these speeds.

effect of Jurnex* Pressure on Induced ir'lame i attern . rrom

viewing the diagrams on ilate aVI, which shov/s the isothermal

patterns for the burner pressures tested 00, 40, and 50 P.S.I.

at 3 i-.I.H.), it appears that variations in ourner pressure do

not have as 2r^at an effect upon the induced temperature pattern

as does ground travel, it should be remembered that the rate

of ground travel was doubled when increased from one to two

miles per hour, whereas, the pressure was only increased by one-

third when varied from ~j>0 to 4-0
I . ,.I. Likewise, a look at

ole 16 shows that per foot of row for changes in burner

pressure does change at a lower rate than when changes with the

rate of travel, especially at the 3 - . .... or above speeds.

Therefore, variations in burner pressure do have an important

effect upon the temperature level and temperature pattern.

.another observation made from these diagrams is that the
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. 28. Measured flame pattern for " >toneville"

burner when operating at 30 i >I burner

pressure and 3 MPH ground travel.

#ig« 29. Measured flame pattern for " jtoneville"

burner when operating at 40 P 31 burner

pressure and 3 MPH ground travel.

Fig, 30. Measured flame pattern for !, itoneville ;i

burner when operating at 50 P3I burner

pressure and 3 ground travel. ^tice

that the various burner pressures have very

little effect on the over-all size of

the pattern but that the average tempera-

ture within the pattern does increase with

the higher pressures.
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Burner Pressure - 30 P5I

Ground Travel - 3 MPH

Fig. 28

Burner Pressure

Ground Travel

Fig. 29

Burner Pressure - 50 P3I

Ground Travel - 3 MPH

Inches

Fig. 30
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width of the pattern (would appear as length on the diagram)

docs not change greatly with variation in pressure. The size

of the higher temperature zones does however, become larger

with the higher burner pressure. This means that although the

induced flame patterns are not greatly altered, the average

temperature within this pattern is increased considerably with

the higher pressure.

...nergy application Rate (3TU per root of --low ) as Guide for

Applyins .c'lame . although the exposure time is varied with the

three ground speeds U3ed in this test, the higher average tem-

perature associated with increased burner pressure acted as a

compensating factor that resulted in similar thermal patterns

being plotted from the three similar heat application rates

tested—1.5 M.P.H.j 30 P.S.I. $ 2 M.P.H. $ 40 P.S*I»| 2.25 • »H*

and 50 P.S.I. Hate XVII shows these temperature patterns as

measured. If the "bounce" effect which seems to be associated

with the slower ground speeds is neglected, these induced pat-

terns are almost identical, irom these results, it appears

that BTU per foot of row is a fairly reliable method of cali-

brating the burners and selecting values for the two variables-

ground speed and burner pressure.

-conomic aspects of Flame Cultivation

although a two-row flame cultivator was used in all phases

of this study, cost figures for two-, four- and six-row

machines have been calculated. Diia was considered desirable
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;• 31 • Measured flame pattern for the " jtoneville '

burner when operating at 30 PSI burner

pressure and 1.5 • ground travel. .is

selection of variables provides an appli-

cation of li?> B!£U per foot of row.

_>. $2. Measured flame pattern for the 'Jtonevill-

burner when operating at 40 PSI burner

pressure and 2*0 ground travel, i'his

selection of variables provides an appli-

cation of 157 BfU per foot of row.

;. 33. Measured flame pattern for the 'jtoneville :|

burner when operating at % burner

pressure and 2»25 ground travel. Stall

selection provides an application of 156 BTU

per foot of row. note the almost identical

flame patterns if the " bounce :! effect of the

slow ground speeds are neglected.
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Burner Pressure - 30 P3I

Ground Travel - 1.5 KPH

Burner Pressure

Ground Travel

Fig. 31

IC P3I

2 MPH

Fig. 32

Burner Pressure - 50 P3I

Ground Travel - 2.25 KPH
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as the size of farming operations in Ivansas require large

equipment and this size of tool is in common use throughout

the state, /.lso, even though only one burner pressure and one

rate of ground travel was used in all the plot work, these two

variables do greatly affect (1) the flame application effec-

tiveness as shown by the study on flame patterns and (2) the

cost of application as will be shown later in this discussion.

Cost figures for several combinations of these variables were

computed and are discussed even though their effectiveness has

not been field tested.

'Dotal costs per acre will vary depending upon the number

of applications, size of equipment, rate of ground travel and

burner pressure used. The manner in which these variables

affect the cost of operation will be discussed in the following

sections. Based on the application techniques used in this

study for weed control—3 mph, 4-0 psi and a total of three

applications (optimum)—costs were ^5.94, «4-. 26, and ^3«81 per

acre respectively for two-, four- and six-row machines. These

cost figures compare very favorably with costs for conventional

or chemical weed control practices.

To be able to express costs on an hourly or per acre basis

it was necessary that some standard size of operation be assum-

ed. Jarley and outer (6) recommend an annual usage level of

200 hours for tractor-mounted shovel cultivators. lis level

was considered applicable to flame cultivators and was the size

of operation used to compute ownership costs.
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It is admitted that this level of operation is probably

somewhat high for the four- and six-row machines, but it was

deemed important to avoid introducing another variable into

these computations. The graph in Fig. 5>4 illustrates how the

cost of operation per acre (actual acred harvested) varies with

the size of operation and the size of equipment used.

It is important to note that the 200-hour per year level

(standard size of operation), which would be appro}. ely 150,

500 and 450 acres respectively for two-, four-, and six-row

equipment, is well into the flat portion of the curves and in-

dicate an economical size of operation, i'he four-row and six-

row machines could be operated at only a 200 and 250 acre level

at approximately the same per acre cost. Again, the difference

in cost per acre for the three sizes of machines are shown by

the dotted lines on the ^raph.

..other point worth noting is the size of operation at

which it would be economically advisable to change from two-

row to four-row equipment or from four-row to six-row machines

(where curves cross). As may be seen, these occur at rather

all acreages, 20 and 80 acres respectively. . .erefore, it

would appear advisable for most farmers bo consider the larger

::ed machines when purchasing a flame cultivator* Since, a

six-row machine Bight involve a complete retooling of planting

. tillage equipment, the four-row machine would seem to be

the optimum for most operations.

ole 18 shows the operational and investment cost used in
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#ig. 34. Graph illustrates the effect of size

of operation, and size of equipment upon

the cost of flame cultivation, iiote

that the points where the size of opera-

tion would warrant goin^ to the next

larger size of machine is where the

curves cross—change from two-row to

four-row at 20 acres and from four-row

to six-row at 80 acres. Neither of

these occur in the flat portion of the

curves which would indicate an economical

size of operation.
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u.oo

13. CO

Two-Row Machine

Four-Row Machine

Six-Row Machine

50 100 150 200 250 300

Size of Operation (Actual Acres)

Three Flame Applications per Year - 3 MPH ar.d 1..0 PS I

Fig. 34.

350
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construeting the graph and also the annual hours of operation

and the machine acres (the number of acres multiplied by the

number of flame applications) for all three sizes of machines.

These costs are based on an operating ground speed of three

miles per hour and a burner pressure of forty pounds per square

inch.

jorational C/Qsts . Jost of operation makes up the ma^or

portion of the total cost of flame cultivation. Two items, in

particular, account for over fifty per cent of this total

cost—labor and fuel for the flame cultivator. -actor costs

are another sizeable item. Table 19 presents a complete break-

down of these costs on a per hour basis. 'These costs are also

expressed on a machine-acre basis. Machine—acre refers to an

individual application per acre rather than the total number

of acres involved in a unit.

>nnual repair and maintenance costs were computed at 3»5

per cent of the initial machine cost. This is the rate recom-

mended by the American Society of ..jricultur igineers for

most field machines. j?uel costs for the flame cultivator were

determined from the fuel consumption test conducted. ta from

these tests are shown in Table 20.

bor costs were arbitrarily set as : 1.25 per hour, the

standard minimum wage level. ctor costs were derived from

data by Tort3on (10) and consisted of computing ownership costs

on the basis of normal usage levels and tractor fuel costs on

a ten horsepower per hour per gallon rate. i load factor
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Die 19. erational costs per hour and machine acre
(burner pressure—40 psi).

.lainten-
ant
repair

(2) Fuel for
~ It

cult. ;or
[3 , factor

co

?otal oporati
cost

er Per ma-
.r. cuine acre

iil
- LOW 097 ,1.7a 11.25 .825 .95 »1.79

ow .131 5-56 1.^5 .90 5.84 1.29

- ow .170 5.34 1.25 1.05 7.61 1.16

(1, ated at of initial cost of equipment.
ran Ion.

irt ( >ee Appendix]

.

(4j Jost per application per acre.

able 20. el costs for three operatin -essures.

•

rating: Fuel consumed : ^ost of fuel
st per

: acre
pressure : lb/hr (1,-al/ur : C2)nei Ral. per hour : C3)

psi

30 55.0 12. .10 1.

;

.58

40 ..5 17-73 .10 1.78 . _1

50 5.5 20.10 .10 .01 .91

(1; 4.25 lb/^al (Propane fuel,
jtbti .rice in Manhattan, i-ansa 3 over last five years

(3) Based on three MPH ground travel v --« - acres/hoU3 .
.

consistent with the size of equipment bein^ used was employed

in estimating these fuel costs.

w^nershir' Josts and i'otal Josts . >reciation is the

largest single ite-i making up annual ownership costs. ;r this

study the useful life was estimated at ten years and a straight-

line method was used to compute depreciation char . annual
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interest costs were computed at six per cent of the average

value over the ten-year life. ±'he remainder of the ownership

ousts is composed of insurance, taxes and shelter. were

confuted on the basis of two per cent of the initial value, a

method approved by the i Lc Society of agricultural

^ineers.

i'able 21 presents the annual costs for two-, four- and six-

row machines together with a computation of these costs on an

hourly and machine-acre basis, it should be noted how small

these investment costs axe in comparison to the operating costs.

Ls accounts for the fact that even small sized operations can

well afford to use the 1< 1 ownership costs

expressed on an hourly and machine-acre basis are shown in

ere a^ain, it is worth noting the savings per acre

are obtained with the larger equipment—particularly between

the two- and four-row equipment.

...ffect ci .at-., of i.'ravi 1 and Burner .1 res sure on it of

operation . ja in lable 23 show how fuel costs vary with the

burner pre ;e of ground travel. It may be ob-

aerved that the variance in fuel costs due to cha operat

-

;
pressure becomes less as the rate of ground travel is lu-

cre . Lkewise, the savings in fuel costs due to faster

>und speeds become greater as the operating pressure is

increased.

Lble 24 show qow tl otors affect the total cost per

operatic . -Jhese vari i are not nearly as ^reat hen the

fuel costs are considered alone.



Table 21. ^-'otal flaminj costs per hour and machine acre.
(40 poi—5 Bph)

; operational coats: ownership cost:
:. er I er : Jrer

:hour machine acre: hour machine acre

Total costs
rer i er
hour machine acre

2-rov; J.95 1.

4-row i?.84 1.29

6-row 7.81 1.16

.42 .19 4.37 1.

.56 .15 .40 1.42

.75 .11 8.54 1.27

L^ole 22. ownership costs per hour and machine acre
(burner pressure—40 psi)

: : : :

(1) : : :Insur. :

Initial: \d) : 5) : Taxes &s
cost : >e,,rec. : Interest : inciter; Total

(5) i)Coat
st : per

per : machine
hour : acre

2-rou 558-00 . ,16.74 111.16 it 85.70 ,,.42 .19

4-row 748.90 74.89 22.47 14.98 112.54 .56 .15

6-row 975.50 97.55 -21 19.47 146.05 .76 .11

(1) Average value for two commercial brands of equipment.
(2) Based on ten year life (straight-line method;.
(5) 6% of average value over useful life.
(4) 2% of initial value.
(5) Assuaing 200 hours per year.
(o; -^peratin^ at 5 mph.

ble £ fiect of rate of travel and operating pressure
on fuel costs per machine acre.

ratin^ 1 res sure

LLA2
Fuel cost per machine acre (dollars)
2 iua Q lij. n 4 iau 5 - - ~

50

40

50

.8 .58 .46 .57

1.23 .81 .65 .49

1.40 .91 .72



1.82 1.24 .$ .80

1.94 1.29 1.02

10 1.31 1.04 .83
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Table 24. effect of rate of travel and burner pressure
on total cost .achine acre.

operating pressure : Operating cost per machine acre (dollars)
U ~>1) : d i-xh > Lin ^ i ^ ...I j n~
30

40

30

Continued research and study is needed to verify and re-

fine the results obtained in this study, -iowever, a few con-

clusions can be made and several other indications are apparent

from the observation and findings of this one year' 3 work. The

followins findings and conclusions are expressed in terns of

actual field application.

Effect of various combinations of jj'lame applications
on the Growth and 3 roduction of Jorn Hants

xhe results of this study verifies the general conclusion

of earlier research in the ^otiton .ielt states—that moderate

flame applications do not seriously harm the cor.. at or re-

duce yielao. variations in yield between the various flame

treatments were not significant at the ninety per cent level.

tiowever, results from the test under field conditions did show

a definite relationship between yield and the number of flame

applications.

treatment No. 3 (three flamin^s—Pre-emergence 2-4 inch



-10 inch; wa only treatment to i . tly increase

Ids over bh< - .o cultivation" treatment (ninety :.cr

at confidence level,. yae of the fl aents signifi-

cantly im; lelds over the "normal cultivation'* tr^ at

a though several treatments increased yields by 10-20

bushels per acre.

ae fli | Hess of stage of application, had little

ility to improve yields. Ithough two applications di :o-

duce slightly higher yields than n L cultivation, three

flaminga was the most effective rate and produced an avera

increase of 12.8 bushels per acre over conventional til'

methods. o benefi sceived from the fourth application,

in fact;, yields were reduced in the single treatment using four

flamin^ .

.

iame applications at the £-10 weeks height did not reduce

fields even taough the. severe retardin effects upon the

plant. 14—16 inch flame amplication, wtalci little

^rent effect u^ lant growth, did however, show a tendency

to lower yields when c to other flame treatment . ^se

effects were not significant and a ; Lue, in part, to the

j-tion it prevaile L.

It can not be concluded, from one year's study, that flame

cultivation was effective in improving yields over conventional

met . ..owever, it can be concluded that the use of flame to

control weeds in corn had no lasting detrimental effects upon

the plant and that yields were as good or better than normal
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cultivation practices.

Lffect of Various ii'lame Treatments on
Control of need Growth

The timeliness of flame applications were much more criti-

cal in controlling weeds than they were in affecting yields.

There was a definite relationship between the number of flam-

ings and the per cent weed reduction, .igain, a single flame

application was only slightly effective in controlling weeds,

and, although two or more flamings had better weed control than

normal cultivation, it is much more meaningful when these

treatments are viewed individually.

There was considerable variation between the various

treatments in their ability to control weeds. There is a sig-

nificant difference (95 per cent confidence level) between

several of the treatments, but only four ax>pear significantly

better than "normal cultivation" in all comparisons. Here,

there is no correlation between weed control and the number of

flamings a3 these range from two to four applications. Only the

14-16 inch flame application appears consistently in these top

four rankings.

although the ability to control weed growth by the use of

flame was shown to be effective, it would be hazardous to try

and rank the importance of the various flame application stages

without recognizing the rainfall, temperature, and other grow-

ing conditions. The importance or benefit of any one flaming

could depend entirely upon these existing growing conditions as
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well as the variety, stage of growth, and size of the weed

cover at the time of treatment.

In conclusion, it may be stated from the results of this

phase of the study, that flame cultivation can be effective in

controlling weed growth in corn production and that effective

weed control can be attained by three flaming applications if

they are applied at the proper time and according to recommended

flame cultivation techniques,

effect of Burner Pressure and Ground Travel
on Temperatures and Thermal Patterns

The effect of these two variables upon the induced tempera-

tures and thermal patterns is not only quite measurable, but

also is of importance in developing improved flame application

technic2ues. Ground speed and burner pressure are easily con-

trolled by the operator and can be selected and varied almost

continuously throughout the normal operating ranges.

In general, the faster the rate of ground travel the small-

er the effective flame pattern—both in length and height. The

relative size of the various thermal zones do not change great-

ly with different rates of ground speed, which means the average

temperatures within the induced pattern is fairly consistent.

Only the size of the pattern varies.

This over-all reduction in pattern size is due to the in-

creasingly limited exposure time associated with the faster

ground speeds. This, in turn, corresponds to the reduced

energy application rate (BTU's per foot of row).
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xhis characteristic has some rather important aspects

which may be used in developing effective application tech-

niques for various cropping programs. In other words, the rate

of travel influences the length of the flame pattern (width of

control area over the row) and slower ground speeds could be

employed to control broader areas. ^Iso, since the height of

the induced pattern is related to the ground speed, control of

this variable would allow the proper selection of ground speeds

for improved effectiveness in controlling taller weeds or

grasses or the application of a narrower pattern for early weed

control or more sensitive crops.

Variations in burner pressure, on the other hand, appears

to have only slight effect upon the over-all size of the flame

pattern. It does, however, alter the relative size of the ther-

mal zones within the induced flame pattern—the higher the

pressure the higher the average temperatures within the flame.

It is apparent from this work that variation in burner

pressure does not effect the measured temperature pattern as

greatly as changes in ground travel. This could be predicted

from the computed energy application values (BTU's per foot of

row) for variations in burner pressure. It should be noted that

the variation in ground speed is of a larger relative magnitude

than the corresponding variation in burner pressure. This, in

part, explains the difference in response to variations in these

two variables.

jain, the manner in which variations in burner pressure
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affects the applied flame pattern has some important aspects in

developing effective flame application techniques, •'-'or ex-

ample, weeds that are particularly resistant to control by flame

(heat) could be exposed to a higher average temperature for

any pre-determined exposure time (rate of travel) by increasing

pressure without greatly affecting the size of the control area

or desired height of the induced pattern. i?his could be par-

ticularly important in narrow-row plantings or low growing

crops.

Cne of the more important findings of this phase of the

study was that there appears to be a fairly reliable relation-

ship between the rate of energy application (BTU's per foot of

row) and the measured temperature patterns, furthermore, that

this relationship is not greatly affected by the adjustment of

these two variables—rate of ground travel and burner pressure

—

so long as they are combined to produce similar energy applica-

tion levels.

Information of this kind is of real practical value in de-

veloping effective flame application techniques. Selection of

the proper burner pressure would be a function of the tractor

speed for any given energy application level (or vice-versa) and

one or both of these variables could be adjusted to obtain the

desired energy application level and most effective application

pattern.

Further research should be able to determine the most effec-

tive energy application levels for various stages of weed
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growth, size and variety. This would allow operators to not

only plan and carry out effective "preventive" weed control

programs, but also to develop more effective techniques to

eliminate serious weed infestations or carry through salvage

programs which might result from an abnormally wet season or

other reasons for inability to perform timely weed controlled

practices as planned.

_conomic Aspects of i^lame Cultivation

The results of this study indicate that flame cultivation

is economically feasible for controlling weeds in corn produc-

tion, -nnual per acre costs for effective flame cultivation

techniques compare very favorably with both chemical and con-

ventional tillage methods in common use to day. The total cost

per acre for flame cultivation depends upon the number of appli-

cations required, size of equipment, and the rate of ground

travel and operating pressure used. The size of operation,

also, plays an important role in determining total costs,

especially for the smaller sized units.

In general, two-row flame equipment would not be recommended

for use on most Kansas farms. For any size of operation that

would be economically feasible (at least forty acres) a sub-

stantial savings (approximately ,1.00/aace) could be attained

by larger equipment, four- or six-row machines. Likewise, a

small savings could be made by using six-row equipment in opera-

tions of over 80-100 acres, however, this might involve a
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retooling of other equipment which could prove to be more

exx^ensive

.

^uel costs for any selected rate of heat ajrplication

(BTU's per foot of row) i3 independent of the ground speed and

burner pressure employed. Costs sucU as labor and tractor

costs are usually computed on an hourly basis and do vary greatly

with the ground travel rates selected. -ienever possible, a

maximum ground speed conducive to effective and desired appli-

cation techniques should be used.

Increasing the burner pressure independently of ground

speed does increase the fuel costs per flame application, es-

pecially at the slower ground speeds. i"he increase is not

nearly so great when viewed in the light of the over-all costs

per application.
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i'his investigation indicated several areas where further

study is needed. The plot work employed in this investigation

needs to be continued for at least two additional years to ob-

tain sufficient data and observation for a more reliable evalua-

tion. In particular, the factor of weather and growing con-

ditions as they affect both yield and weed growth requires

these additional observations over a several-year study.

continued research is needed in determining and evaluating

the effects of ground travel and burner pressure on the applied

heat pattern. The effect of wind and shape of seed bed are

important factors affecting the efficiency of flame application

that should be explored.

Very little information is available on the temperatures

required to kill weeds, the exposure time or most susceptible

time to control weeds by the U3e of flame, ^uch information

concerning several general classes of weeds are needed before

really effective and efficient flame application techniques can

be developed.

-hen reliable answers to the above stated problems are

found, this knowledge should be assembled and used to develop

more effective flame cultivation techniques—not only for general

weed control and eradication but also for special weed infesta-

tion such as Johnson grass, black amber cane, foxtail, ragweed,

bindweed, and the other species which are particularly difficult

to control. In all instances, where possible, these techniques
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should be incorporated with other proven weed control practice;

and methods.
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statistical analysis and sample calculations for

determining significance of variations in yield for

the various flame treatments. Results show no sig-

nificant difference in yield between tae several

flame treatments. .ever, there was a significant

increase in yield from flaming over the non-flamed

plots. lest was made at the ninety-five per cent

confidence level.
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Table 29. statistical analysis of yield results for
experiment to determine effect of flame on
corn plants.

>ource of variation :d.f. : ^s • Ls : J : A?.

Blocks 3 1,432.8960 484.2987 8.45 ***

Treatments 7 1,131.9297 164.5614 2.87 *

*(Crth. Jomp.; 1 927.0647 927. 0647 16.17 ***

emainder) 6 224.8630 57.4775 .65 ns

^rror 21 1,204.2865 57.3470

Total 31 5,609.1122

32

Total =

3

-J =

i

5,682.
427,492.
423,68$.

3,809.

•Comparison of Tg with
all others together.

1

25
1378
1122

Blocks SS/8 - 425,136.0558
-

! = 425,683.1378
1,452.8960

Treatments JS/4 - 424,835.0675
-C * 425,685.1578
3a = 1,151.9297

T = 455.7

C T)
2

= 207,662.4 - ,27-0647
4(56; 224



statistical analysis and sample calculations to

determine significance of yield results for various

flame treatments.

I Flame vs iiormal cultivation

II ire-emergence flame application vs
no pre-emergence flami

III - 8-10 inch flaming vs no 8-10 inch
flaming (pre-emergence)

IV 5-10 inch flaming vs no 3-10 inch
flaming (no pre-emergence)

V = .Ire + 2-4'' 8-10" vs "No flame-
no cultivation"
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II

.I'able 30. statistical analysis of yield results for
flame and non-flamed plots.

puree of variation :d. f. : is
:

hs : j/' : ^is

Blocks

Treatments

I

II

III

IV

/

remainder

-,rror

Total

= 39

Total = 4,166.9

-j « 445,206.55
>8 I ,210.02

Blocks J3/13 * 446,837»73
-0 = 445,206.55
,s = 1,631.18

treatments 33/3 447,791.41
-C = 445,206.55
Js = 2,584.66

2 1631.18 815.5 4. ;o res

12 2534.86 215.40 1.29 .0

1 66.44 66.44 .40 ero

1 109.03 109.03 .66 -,0

1 107.53 107.53 .65 to

1 535.82 535.82 3.22 No

1 668.65 668.65 4.02 Yes

7 1097. 156.77 . ,42

24 ;<3.98 166.42

36 8210.02



Statistical analysis and sample calculations

to determine significance of variations in ability

to control weed growth a3 the various flame treat-

ments, ©re was a significant variation between

treatments at the ninety-five per cent confidence

level.
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FLA3 3EI

rable 31* statistical analysis weed population various
fla&e treatments.

iiniLni.
1

,,,,:
1

' im
1 r r i'v ,11," i x 1

:: rr'i i i'i i

1

,

1

/
1

; /!;! 'li

1

,',",
1

.

1

,, 'j.
1

,,
1

/,,
1

:
1

lWU.-v.t.j'ij ;/;,.!: v,m i i

1

,

1

:
11

'i

i

1 nrrffr ran; ,x:j; ag'ii b
i

".t
i

.,
|

i',hi,ju, i

|

i . 'i^amm

oource oX variation id # r»: is : tls : # ; ^ift

xreatments 12 71 t 805. 87 5,983.62 19.32 Yes

blocks 2 1,643.87 821.94 2.65

. x 3. 24 37,136.13 1,547.34 5.00 les

i,rror 12,078.50 309.71

Xotal 77 122,664.37

m 78

Total as

a

as

3,647.
2)3,185.
170,520.6$
122,664.37

.x-eatments /6 242,326.50
-c • 170,520.63
3 » 71,805.87

310C&3 ,iV26 » 172,164.50
-0 - 170,520.63
>s » 1,643.87

reatzaent x
iilock >/2

•41

-a Ja
-3

281,106.50
170,520.65
71,605.87
1,645.87

37,136.13



II

Statistical analysis to determine ranking of

the various flame treatments in their ability to

control weed growth in the drill area. Juneau*

c

• Multiple range test is the test procedure used.

- sTifci ng of the various treatments, both by the

individual blocks and the overall results, are

-•wn on the lower part of the _ age.
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1

- . % ._ ...
,

; - ,
c,

\

u&ber te

2 •49

5 51.02

% .01

5 .72

6 33.27

7 .71

8 3^.06

9 34.34

10 |4»59

n 9*«

12 34.

13 ,14

_ *l

3.055 89*53 57,48 *5«

5*£C 10.93 39.25 •55

3. a. 31. 40.55

** 52. 3o 41.07 4...

3.389 32.75 41.57 50.36

3.41 > ;.04 41. >t

3.442 33.27 42.22 51.15

3.456 33.42 42.42 5X«99

3.470 53.54 4.... P ; 51..

3.* .ol 42,66 . .06

ft* 33. 67 42.74 51.77

3.4 .71 4 , 51.35

•ft to ri&at— ojpesfc to best weed control;

10 6 3 1 13 7 5 2 11 8 4

. 77.0 74.5 &5.o 4; .5 44.5 :; • >0 33. - .0 9-3 4.0 3o

1 7 6 10 13 1 J 2 3 9 11 4

lj ... »5 60.5 44,5 *6.5 37.5 2c. 5 26.5 25. > 17.0 7.0 7.0 4.5

6 5 1 10 12 13 7 3 11 4 c

156- 0.0 89.5 7&.5 05.0 54.0 44.5 41.0 54.0 19.3 16.0 12.5 10.0

;Y*r-^l

U 10 7 1 5 13 3 ; 11 4

97»3 90.3 66*7 59.7 .5 45.7 41.5 54.7 14.2 12. e 7.7 6.2
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The purpose of this study was to determine (1) the effect

of flame on the growth and yield of corn plants, (2) the effec-

tiveness of flame in controlling weed growth, (5) the effect of

rate of ground travel and burner pressure on flame application

patterns and (4) the economic feasibility of flame cultivation

as a weed control practice in corn production in Kansas.

Measuring and evaluating the effect of various flame appli-

cations on the corn plant and the ability to control weeds was

accomplished by the use of replicated treatments in randomly

located field plots. One set of plots received an application

of a pre-emergence weed killer prior to the flame treatments to

eliminate the weed factor. These plots were evaluated in terms

of yield and plant height, another set of plots received only

the flame treatments and were evaluated in terms of yield and

weed control, *our different flaming dates were used— (1) Before

or as the corn emerged, (2) when the corn was 2-4 inches high,

(3) 8-10 inches high, and (4) 14-16 inches high, eleven dif-

ferent combinations were used ranging from one to four

applications.

.-a evaluation of the effect of rate of ground travel and

burner pressure on bhe flame pattern was accomplished by meas-

uring the temperature levels throughout the applied flame. This

was done by the use of temperature sensitive indicators applied

to screen wire panels located at several predetermined sites

along the path of the burner.

The final phase of the study consisted of conducting a cost

analysis of flame cultivation. iotal cost as well as actual



application costs were computed for two-, four- and six-row

machines.

itesult3 of the plots receiving the additional chemical

applications indicate! no reduction in yield from as many as

three flamings. Although there was a temporary stunting of

corn plants from cumulative flame applications, final plant

heights showed no variation from non-flamed corn, analysis of

the data from the other plots showed a definite correlation be-

tween yield and the number of flame applications. ihe maximum

average yield of 116.3 bushels per acre from three flamings was

23.8 bushels above the "check" treatments and 12.8 bushels per

acre better than the "normal cultivation" plots.

rhe weed control experiment revealed the same correlation

as yield—progressively improved weed control with additional

flame applications. Jontrol ranged from 20 per cent for one to

92 per cent with four flaslngs* normal cultivation afforded

53 per cent control, about the same as two flamings.

Investigation of flame patterns indicated that the faster

the ground speed the smaller the effective flame pattern. In-

creasing the burner pressure appears to increase the average

temperature level within the pattern and can be used to off-set

the effects of faster ground travel.

lotal cost (including ownership costs) were computed to be

11.98, „ 1.4-7 and ,,1.27 per machine acre (per acre per applica-

tion) for two-, four-, and six-row machines, analysis of data

on an annual-use basis indicated that the four-row machine was

the most economical for the average farmer and would have an



annual ownership cost of 40 cents per acre.

The conclusion of this study was that although further re-

search is needed to verify and refine the findings of this

initial work, flame cultivation does appear to be an effective

and economically feasible method of controlling weeds in corn

production in Kansas.




